Abstract We estimate elasticities of demand for New Jersey's Pick 3 and Pick 4 midday/evening numbers games by exploiting random price variation generated by episodic promotions for each game. These Pick 3 Green Ball and Pick 4 Red Ball promotions lower the price of a lottery ticket for an evening numbers game by increasing prize payments during the 28-day promotion periods. The own-price elasticities of demand for the evening Pick 3 and Pick 4 games are both approximately -0.5. During the promotions, the loss in profit margins outweighs the gain in sales because of this inelastic demand. However, the combined effects of lower evening Pick 3 profits and increased sales of complementary products boost lottery profits by $30,000 per day, or $840,000 during the 28 days of the Green Ball promotion, while the combined effects of lower evening Pick 4 profits and reduced sales of substitute products decrease lottery profits by $129,000 per day, or $3.61 million during the 28 days of the Red Ball promotion. If higher sales after the promotion are included, the total increase in profits potentially reaches $14.48 million under the Green Ball game, while the Red Ball promotion loses money for the lottery even considering its positive lagged effect. (JEL D12, H71, L83)
INTRODUCTION
State governments need to understand the factors that drive lottery ticket sales as they attempt to increase lottery profits. These profits are often critical to funding important programs, like education [Matheson and Grote 2008] . One key variable that affects sales is the implicit price of a lottery ticket or the expected loss to a lottery consumer. Knowledge of price elasticities that link these prices to the volume of tickets sold should therefore be an important part of state lotteries' profit maximization plans. While there has been work on large-jackpot, lotto-type games, there has been little research estimating price elasticities for daily numbers games because variation in the odds and prices of these products is rare. The odds of lottery games tend to remain largely stable for prospective players over the lives of these games. In addressing this identification challenge, economists have used multiple means of determining price effects, such as studying changes in lottery design features over long periods of time or exploiting differences in the operational management of games that run across lottery jurisdictions [Beenstock et al. 2000; DeBoer 1986; Vrooman 1976] . The central problem with some of these studies, however, is that the design changes might be endogenous to the games themselves, such as when policymakers institute rule modifications due to flagging sales.
By far the most promising source of price variation that has been utilized by economists to estimate these elasticities without the confounding bias of potential endogeneity has been the use of lottery jackpot rollovers [Cook and Clotfelter 1993; Gulley and Scott 1993] . Briefly stated, in some lottery games when there are no winners, the jackpot is "rolled over" into the next drawing's winnings. These jackpot rollovers produce an effect similar to an exogenous change in lottery ticket prices. This is because rollovers generate a change in the expected value of tickets-defined as the price of the ticket minus the expected winnings.
Rollovers thus provide the variation of price necessary to estimate the price elasticity of demand for lottery tickets in many contexts . For example, United Kingdom residents can play the National Lottery, a game in which individuals must match 6 numbers drawn from 49 numbers without replacement in order to win a jackpot of millions of pounds. In one analysis, use aggregate sales data from the United Kingdom's weekly drawings over the period November 1994 to February 1997, and report elasticities ranging from -1.04 to -1.55, depending on the length of time considered. In a later study on the same lottery, Farrell et al. [2000] find the price elasticities over a slightly different time period, from November 1994 to February 1996, to be between -.80 to -1.06. Forrest et al. [2000] also study the same lottery from November 1994 to October 1997, using both rollovers and superdraws-episodic infusions of funds into the lottery to mark special occasions-to induce price variation and find the long-run price elasticity to be -1.03. Finally, studies focusing on other parimutuel lotteries with rollovers such as in Canada and Israel have estimated price elasticities ranging from -.65 to -.67 [Beenstock and Haitovsky 2001; Yu 2008] . 1 Because rollovers induce changes in the effective price of a lottery ticket and because rollovers are unique to lotto-type games, there has been relatively little research estimating price elasticities for daily lottery games. This study therefore introduces an innovative way to estimate the price elasticities of demand for daily New Jersey Pick 3 and Pick 4 "numbers" games using daily price variation created by so-called "bonus ball" promotions. At times, these games run bonus ball promotions for evening drawings -the Green Ball Double Draw for Pick 3 and the Red Ball Double Up for Pick 4-that result in players reaping larger than normal winnings.
More specifically, the Pick 3 Green Ball Double Draw promotion pays prizes to two sets of winning numbers when a Green Ball is drawn from a secondary drawing hopper containing up to five or six white balls. The Pick 4 Red Ball Double Up promotion doubles prize payments for each winning ticket when a Red Ball is drawn from a secondary drawing hopper that holds up to six white balls. In effect, these promotions lower the price of a lottery ticket for an evening daily numbers game by increasing prize payments during the promotion period. Other states, including Ohio, Tennessee, Illinois, and Pennsylvania, have similar "bonus ball" promotions, but have different odds and prize packages. In this paper, we estimate price and cross-price elasticities for the Pick 3 and Pick 4 daily numbers games to determine whether the Pick 3 Green Ball and Pick 4 Red Ball promotions increase New Jersey Lottery profits using daily lottery data from July 1, 2004 until April 15, 2009 . In addition, because instant games also have daily sales, we are able to estimate the crossprice elasticities for instant games with respect to Pick 3 and Pick 4 prices. 3 We find that both the Green Ball and Red Ball promotions lose money on the promoted lottery product during its "bonus ball" promotion because its demand is price inelastic. However, the combined effects of lower evening Pick 3 profits and increased sales of complementary products boost lottery profits by $30,000 per day, or $840,000 during the 28 days of the Green Ball promotion, while the combined effects of lower evening Pick 4 profits and reduced sales of substitute products decrease lottery profits by $129,000 per day, or $3.61 million during the 28 days of the Red Ball promotion. If medium-run lagged effects are included, the total increase in profits potentially reaches $14.48 million under the Green Ball promotion, while the Red Ball promotion loses money for the lottery even considering its positive lagged effect on sales.
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THE NEW JERSEY PICK 3 AND PICK 4 GAMES AND RELATED GREEN BALL AND RED BALL PROMOTIONS
The New Jersey Lottery sells several lottery products having a wide variety of In the regular Pick 3 New Jersey Lottery game, players place bets on the outcome of three independent drawings of numbers ranging from 0 to 9. In a Pick 3 "straight" bet, players have a 1 in 1,000 chance of matching all three winning numbers in exact order. Players can also place box bets--that their three numbers will be selected in any order--or can place a bet on whether just a pair of numbers will be drawn. The New Jersey Lottery runs two drawings per day of the Pick 3 game, a midday drawing at 12:57 p.m. and an evening drawing at 7:56 p.m.
The Pick 4 game generally operates in a similar manner to the Pick 3 game, except with four independent drawings of numbers ranging in value from 0 to 9 instead of three. A straight Pick 4 bet has a 1 in 10,000 chance of selecting all four numbers in order.
In terms of possible winnings, in a typical Pick 3 and Pick 4 drawing, "fifty percent of the total amount of all bets for each game [is to] be placed in the game's prize pool to be shared by the winners in accordance with a parimutuel formula." 7 Thus, bets on popular numbers, like 7-7-7 or the date of the drawing, have a much lower expected value than bets on less popular numbers. 8 Outside promotional periods, the expected value of an average $1.00 Pick 3 or Pick 4 lottery ticket is $0.50 and the cost of purchasing a dollar of expected Pick 3 or Pick 4 prize payment is $2.00. These rules make the expected value of the evening Pick 4 lottery ticket vary randomly during the Red Ball Double Up promotion.
The Green Ball Double Draw promotion for Pick 3 and the Red Ball Double Up promotion for Pick 4 provide natural experiments that we exploit to estimate the demand for daily lottery games in New Jersey. 12 As described above, it is usually difficult to estimate the demand for a product based on historical data on prices and the quantity or volume of sales because of the identification problem. Fortunately, the random changes in prices for Pick 3 and Pick 4 caused by the promotions identify the demand curve without the need to use more complex econometric methods such as instrumental variables estimation and two stage least squares techniques. 13 When there are six white balls and one Green Ball in the hopper for the Green Ball Double Draw promotion, the expected value of a dollar evening Pick 3 lottery ticket is $.5714. Of this amount, fifty cents is due to the expected value of the normal prize pool being 50% of the Pick 3 sales. The extra $.0714 is due to the one in seven chance of the Green Ball being drawn during this promotion and the lottery paying prize payments for two sets of winning evening Pick 3 numbers. The lottery provides the additional prize money when a Green Ball is drawn by reducing its take-out rate in the hopes of gaining additional sales. The cost of $1.00 of expected evening Pick 3 prizes is $1.75 when there are six white balls and one Green Ball during the promotion.
As the number of white balls falls, the odds of winning increase during the Green Ball Double Draw promotion and the price of an evening Pick 3 ticket declines. The average cost of $1.00 of expected evening Pick 3 prize winnings is $1.00 when there is a 100% chance of drawing a Green Ball. Due to the parimutuel nature of the New Jersey Pick 3 game, when a Green Ball is guaranteed to be drawn, bets on unpopular numbers will have a positive expected return while bets on popular numbers will still have a negative expected return. [ Table 2 
Green Ball Double Draw Promotion
Red Ball Double Up Promotion
MODEL SPECIFICATION
We then turn to building four regression models for Pick 3 and Pick 4 games, with the dependent variables being the logarithms of evening Pick 3 sales, evening Pick 4 sales, midday Pick 3 sales, and midday Pick 4 sales. Overall, we considered two sets of independent variables in the models. The first set directly relates to the promotions themselves; these variables are used to estimate the state lottery profits that they generate. The second set of variables includes a variety of other factors that impact ticket sales.
Turning to this first set of variables, we included the logarithms of the evening Pick 3 and evening Pick 4 prices to estimate the own-price elasticity of demand for these games. We used the expected cost of purchasing a dollar of winnings as our price measure. We also incorporated the influence of the price of competing lottery products, which previous work has demonstrated to have mixed results on sales. Lin and Lai [2006] , for example, employed data from all of the 104 draws in 2004 for the Big Lotto (a 6/49 game) and the regular Lotto (a 6/42 game) in Taiwan and found no significant substitutive or complementary relationships between single draws of these games. Other research has suggested that governments need to be aware that some games might be at least partial substitutes for one another [Forrest et al. 2004; Thalheimer 2008; Thalheimer and Ali 2003 ]. Yet other research has produced evidence that some lottery games are complements for one another [Combs and Spry 2012; Grote and Matheson 2006] .
Summarizing their 2006 results, Grote and Matheson [2011, p. 9] conclude that "transactions costs and the ability to buy multiple types of game tickets at the same time are responsible for the complementarities exhibited by lottery buyers." The inclusion of the logarithm of the evening Pick 3 price and evening Pick 4 price thus also enables us to test whether each of these games is a complement to or substitute for other lottery games.
We model the error structure with an AR(1) specification due to serial correlation, possibly caused by daily lottery ticket purchasing habits. Large lottery sales volume on one day may lead to higher sales volume the next day, as winners of prizes less than $599.50 can cash in their winning tickets at lottery retailers, where they can conveniently buy additional lottery tickets. Since the variation in the price of the daily games occurs at high frequency (daily) during the 28 days of a Green Ball or Red Ball promotion and not over long periods of time, we view our results as providing high frequency or short-run price elasticities. 16 Other research has explored the impact of spillover effects on sales. This research tests whether the playing excitement produced in one time period affects future sales; this excitement could be prompted by lottery promotions or the prevalence of winning tickets. Grote and Matheson [2007] find evidence that lotto ticket sales are unexpectedly high following a large jackpot, and that this is the result of players exchanging prize winnings for new tickets.
Similarly, Guryan and Kearney [2009] report increased lotto sales in a particular zip code following a jackpot won in that zip code. For New Jersey, we wish to test whether a daily game's promotion has a positive impact on sales after the promotion ends. Therefore, in all four models, we incorporated a specification to allow for a general boost in sales after the promotion that is largest immediately after a promotion and declines over time. After examining the raw data, we chose a period of 75 days as this post-promotion "lag" period. 17 Next, we included a dummy variable equal to one for each of the 75 days after each Green Ball promotion. Finally, to measure the decay from the boost captured by that dummy variable, we included an additional variable equal to 75 minus the number of the days since a Green Ball promotion ended, for each of the 75 days after the promotion concluded. Each of the regressions includes similar variables for the Red Ball promotions.
Beyond examining these promotion-related variables, our second set of independent variables includes other factors that impact sales. One factor that might influence purchasing decisions relates to the timing of paychecks and other benefits that players might receive--income infusions--or, alternatively, spending restrictions. The only previous work related to this lottery topic was conducted by Akay et al. [2008] . They find no evidence of monthly income effects but some evidence of increased spending on Fridays in their GARCH models. In this analysis, we tested the effects of both monthly and daily income infusions, and also spending restrictions. In doing so, we included dummy variables for the first and last five days of each month. In New Jersey, several counties prohibit malls and certain other retailers from opening on Sundays, which could reduce sales on Sundays similar to blue laws for liquor sales [Stehr 2007 ]. Therefore, we also included dummy variables for each day of the week, with Sunday as the omitted category.
Beyond these income factors, we included several other determinants of lottery sales.
We used the logarithm of the Mega Millions jackpot to test whether larger jackpots in this game change the purchasing behavior of players in each Pick 3 and Pick 4 game. The parimutuel nature of the Pick 3 and Pick 4 prize payments also offers an opportunity to test the effects of the size of prize payments on sales for the next day's drawing. We included the size of the prize payments for the previous two Pick 3 drawings into each Pick 3 midday and evening model, and the size of the prize payments for the previous two Pick 4 drawings into each Pick 4 midday and evening model.
In addition, we included other relevant variables. Previous studies have found mixed effects of each state's macro-economy on lottery sales [Blalock et al. 2007; Mikesell 1994] . To address macroeconomic effects, we included the seasonally adjusted New Jersey unemployment rate. 18 In terms of the prices of other goods, Gicheva et al. [2010] demonstrate that consumers respond to higher gasoline prices by substituting towards sale items. We used daily average New Jersey gasoline price data from gasbuddy.com to estimate the short-run cross-price elasticity of lottery tickets with respect to gasoline prices. Another factor influencing sales--a governmental shutdown in New Jersey, which temporarily prevented individuals from buying lottery tickets--enables us to estimate how lottery consumers respond to this short-term break in ticket availability; previous research has explored this issue of consumer planning only when another gambling product becomes relatively more attractive in the short-term, not when products are partially or completely inaccessible to the public [Forrest et al. 2010] . We included a dummy variable for July 2, 2006, the day before the New Jersey government closed from July 3 to July 7, 2006 due to a budget dispute between the governor and the legislature. Similarly, although lottery tickets are sold and lottery drawings take place on twelve of the thirteen major New
Jersey holidays, 19 we hypothesized that consumers would engage in different buying behavior due to alterations in their typical work week. We therefore included dummy variables for the day of, the day before, and the day after each state holiday with lottery sales. Finally, we explored the influence of weather on sales. Previous research has examined the impact of both temperature and precipitation on the sale of various goods, with mixed results [Miron 1986; Starr-McCluer 2000] . Here we used data on daily precipitation at Newark Airport.
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We estimate the following regression equations, one for each of the four Pick 3 and Pick 4 lottery games, using the full sample of 1,740 daily observations. We included a time trend to control for long-run growth or decline in sales of any particular lottery game: Table 3 shows descriptive statistics for the abbreviated sample of 1,739 days with sales for all Pick 3/Pick 4 drawings and instant games. Before performing the regression analyses, we tested for the presence of a unit root in each of our time series: midday Pick 3 sales, evening Pick 3 sales, midday Pick 4 sales, evening Pick 4 sales, instant games sales, and the sum of sales of all the above games. This is to ensure that our dependent variables are trend-stationary and our regression results are not spurious.
RESULTS
[ Table 3 about here]
We use the augmented Dickey-Fuller test 22 for the presence of a unit root in the level of these six time series. The null hypothesis is that the level of the series has a unit root and the alternative hypothesis is that there is not a unit root. We are able to strongly reject that there is a unit root in the dependent variables. This allows us to proceed to estimate the demand for New
Jersey Lottery tickets using regression analyses.
The elasticity and regression results for Pick 3 and Pick 4 games are reported in Table   4 . 23 Examining the effect of the first set of independent variables directly related to the promotions, the demand for evening Pick 3 games (Model 1) and for evening Pick 4 games (Model 2) are both price-inelastic, with own-price elasticities of demand of -.47 and -.52, respectively. 24 Therefore, the own-price effects reduce each evening game's revenue during its promotion period because the increase in sales volume of the promoted game does not offset its reduced price during the promotion period.
[ Table 4 about here]
The promotions for the evening drawings positively affect sales of their daytime counterparts. The evening Pick 3 Green Ball promotion increases midday Pick 3 sales, with a cross-price elasticity of -.18, and the evening Pick 4 Red Ball promotion increases midday Pick 4 sales, with a cross-price elasticity of -.09. These cross-price elasticities are interesting because they show that midday lottery sales of the promoted daily lottery game increase during the promotion, instead of decreasing from lottery players switching to the promoted evening drawing that offers better odds. If lottery players would wait an additional seven hours for the resolution of their bet, they could receive much better odds. Yet, the data show that the midday and evening drawings within the Pick 3 and Pick 4 games are clearly complements for one another.
There are several possible explanations for this behavior. It could mean, for example, that New Jersey Pick 3 and Pick 4 lottery consumers may buy midday tickets because they do not understand that the promotions only apply to evening draws; they get caught up in the general publicity of the promotions and buy more midday tickets overall; they are impatient in terms of their betting behavior; or they purchase more midday tickets when redeeming additional winning tickets from the evening drawings.
The Green Ball promotion for the evening Pick 3 drawings has a complementary effect of increasing the sale of both Pick 4 games. More specifically, as Model 2 demonstrates, the crossprice elasticity of demand for the evening Pick 4 game with respect to the price of the evening Pick 3 game is -.13 (significant at the 99% confidence level), and Model 4 shows that the crossprice elasticity of demand for the midday Pick 4 game with respect to the price of the evening Pick 3 game is -.06 (but is only significant at the 90% confidence level). In contrast, the Red Ball promotion for Pick 4 has a modest negative effect on midday Pick 3 sales as Model 3
indicates, with the cross-price elasticity of these sales with respect to the evening Pick 4 price estimated to be .08. Sales of evening Pick 3 lottery tickets are not affected by the Red Ball promotion's reduction in the price of evening Pick 4 tickets. 25 Over the medium run, the Green Ball drawing stimulates higher sales for all Pick 3 drawings as well as Pick 4 drawings for 75 days after the promotion's end. Taken together, the Green Ball 75-day lag variables demonstrate a bump in sales of all Pick 3 and Pick 4 games that is highest at the beginning of the 75-day period, and generally declines over the 75-day period.
However, the Red Ball promotion increases only evening Pick 4 sales and midday Pick 4 sales (with a subsequent decline) during the 75-day period after the promotion's end.
Many of the variables in the second set of independent variables also influence lottery sales. First, sales of each of the four numbers games increase during the first five days of the month, but there is no statistically significant effect of the last five days of the month on numbers games sales. We also find strong day-of-week effects, with Friday being the most popular day of the week for playing numbers games, and Sunday, the omitted day of the week, being the least popular. Overall, the day-of-week effects are also larger for the evening numbers drawings than for the midday drawings. Regarding prize sizes, the size of the Mega Millions jackpot has a small positive effect on both evening Pick 3 and evening Pick 4 sales, but on neither of the midday games. However, the sizes of recent Pick 3 and Pick 4 parimutuel prizes have no statistically significant effect on the sales of any numbers game at the 95% confidence level.
The regression results also show that a higher unemployment level has a small negative effect on some daily lottery sales, and increased gasoline prices have a small negative effect on all lottery sales. Finally, government shutdowns prompt early purchasing, inclement weather reduces purchasing, and different state holidays have widely varying effects on all lottery sales.
The regression results for instant games and the sum of Pick 3, Pick 4, and instant games, are reported in Table 5 . 26 We find that sales of instant games respond positively to Green Ball promotions but negatively to Red Ball promotions. More specifically, Model 5 shows that the cross-price elasticity of instant games is -.18 with respect to the price of the evening Pick 3
game, yet .11 with respect to the price of the evening Pick 4 game. This pattern repeats itself with a lagged effect: instant games are higher the day after a Green Ball is drawn but lower the day after a Red Ball is drawn. Also significant is that the Green Ball promotion has a positive medium-run impact on instant games, with a bump up of instant games sales and subsequent decline during the 75-day period after the Green Ball promotion. However, instant games sales are reduced during the 75-day period after the Red Ball promotion.
[ Table 5 about here]
The demand estimates for the sum of numbers games and instant games sales in Model 6 are quite similar to those for instant games. This is not surprising because instant games dominate the New Jersey Lottery in terms of sales. The Pick 3 promotion positively affects the sum of numbers and instant games sales during the promotion period. However, it should be noted that the Pick 4 promotion has no statistically significant effect on the sum of numbers and instant games sales overall during the promotion period. This latter result may be due to Pick 4 sales being positively affected by the Red Ball promotion while Pick 3 and instant games sales are negatively affected by the Red Ball promotion.
The total effect of the Green Ball Pick 3 promotion on New Jersey Lottery profits is the combined effect of the Green Ball promotion on profits from the evening Pick 3 game and the other lottery games during the promotion, plus the increase in profits from higher lottery sales after the promotion. 27 The Green Ball promotion, which lasts 28 days, reduces the expected price of an evening Pick 3 ticket by 18% on average. Applying the regression results to average sales, the price-inelastic evening Pick 3 sales increase by only 10%; therefore daily profits from the evening Pick 3 game decrease by approximately $57,000 per day, or about $1.60 million in total, during the promotion.
Over the 28-day course of the Green Ball promotion for the evening Pick 3 game, sales of other lottery products increase. Profits rise by approximately $20,000 per day during the promotion period from the increased sales of complementary numbers games, specifically midday Pick 3 and evening Pick 4. Similarly, increased sales of instant games boost profits by around $67,000 per day during the promotion. The size of this effect is large because of the relatively large magnitude of instant games sales. The combined effects of lower evening Pick 3 profits and increased sales of complementary products increase lottery profits by $30,000 per day or $840,000 during the 28 days of the Green Ball promotion.
In addition, we take into account the estimated effect of the Green Ball promotion for the 75-day lag period after the promotion. During this lag period, profits increase by $13.64 million due to higher Pick 3, Pick 4, and instant games sales. Instant games sales account for the bulk of this increase in profits because of their strong complementarity with evening Pick 3 games and the large magnitude of instant games sales. 28 Overall, the Green Ball Double Draw promotion has a net positive effect on lottery profits. The combined effects of lower evening Pick 3 profits and increased sales of complementary products boost lottery profits by $840,000 during the 28 days of the Green Ball promotion. If the medium-run effects are included, the total increase in profits from the Green Ball promotion potentially reaches $14.48 million.
Because the evening Pick 4 game is price-inelastic, the 28-day Red Ball promotion reduces daily profits from the evening Pick 4 game by approximately $41,000 per day during the promotion. In addition, since the evening Pick 4 game is a weak complement with the midday Pick 4 game but a weak substitute for the midday Pick 3 game, the net effect of these changes in midday sales during the Red Ball promotion is an additional loss of $8,000 in daily profits.
Moreover, since the evening Pick 4 game is a substitute for instant games and instant games are the best-selling New Jersey lottery product, the reduction in instant sales reduces daily profits by $80,000 during the Red Ball promotion. The combined effects of lower evening Pick 4 profits and reduced sales of substitute products reduce lottery profits by $129,000 per day, or $3.61 million during the 28 days of the Red Ball promotion.
In contrast to the Green Ball promotion, there are weaker lagged effects of the Red Ball promotion, because only evening and midday Pick 4 sales increase, as compared to their baseline, after the Red Ball promotion ends. Over the 75 days after the end of a Red Ball promotion, the increase in evening and midday Pick 4 sales may contribute an additional $1.05 million in lottery profits. Therefore, the net effect of the typical Red Ball promotion, even taking into account higher lagged sales, is a reduction in lottery profits of about $2.56 million.
CONCLUSIONS
Estimating demand elasticities for lottery games has challenged researchers because the prices charged to the consumer for purchasing tickets usually do not change over time. To overcome this identification problem, we estimate price elasticities for daily numbers games by exploiting the random price changes caused by two New Jersey Lottery initiatives: the Pick 3
Green Ball Double Draw and the Pick 4 Red Ball Double Up promotions. Overall, we find that the own-price elasticity of demand for the evening Pick 3 game is -.47, while the own-price elasticity of demand for the evening Pick 4 game is -.52.
Due to inelastic demand, the Green Ball and Red Ball promotions reduce profits for the promoted product for the lottery during the promotions. However, the Green Ball promotion stimulates greater sales of other numbers games and instant games during the promotion, thereby increasing net lottery profits during the Green Ball promotion. In addition, the Green Ball promotion has a sustained positive effect on sales of all numbers and instant games in the 75 days after the promotion ends, thereby further increasing lottery profits during this time period.
In contrast, the Red Ball promotion has a negative effect on some games during the promotion, and has only a weakly positive net sustained effect after the promotion. On balance, the Green Ball promotion increases profits for the lottery, whereas the Red Ball promotion reduces profits.
Why might we see these differences between the effect of the Pick 3 promotion and the Pick 4 promotion? One explanation stems from the combined effect of the differences in odds, prizes, promotion rules, and redemption rules for Pick 3 versus Pick 4. As described earlier, only prizes under $599.50 may be redeemed at a lottery retailer, at which point it is convenient for winners to purchase additional lottery tickets for any of the lottery games. Pick 4 winners are much less likely to redeem their tickets at a lottery retailer, due to the longer odds and higher prizes of the Pick 4 game. During the Pick 3 promotion, the "double draw" doubles the odds of winning when a Green Ball is drawn, producing an even greater number of winners, all of whom can cash in their prizes at retailers because all prizes are under the threshold. In contrast, the Pick 4 "double up" doubles the prize winnings when a Red Ball is drawn, thereby making it less likely the prize will be under the threshold for retailer redemption. The results suggest that the New Jersey Lottery's evening Pick 3 Green Ball promotion should be continued because it increases lottery profits. In contrast, lottery officials should consider ending the evening Pick 4
Red Ball promotion because it reduces lottery profits. 1 See Grote and Matheson [2011] for additional references on price elasticities of large jackpot lottery games. 2 For example, the Ohio Lottery has used a Red Ball promotion for its Pick 3 game that starts with six white balls and one Red Ball. In contrast to the New Jersey Lottery, the Ohio promotion is less generous to players as prizes are increased only 20% when the Red Ball is drawn. The Tennessee Lottery has used a Green Ball promotion for its Cash 3 game that starts with ten white balls and one Green Ball. Tennessee increases Cash 3 prizes 20% when its Pick 3 Green Ball is drawn. The Pennsylvania Lottery has run a "Shamrock Bonus Week" during the week including St. Patrick's Day in which evening daily numbers games prizes are increased 10% if a Green Ball is drawn or 20% if a shamrock ball is drawn. Finally, the Illinois Lottery has operated Green Ball promotions for its Pick 3 game where two sets of winning numbers are drawn when a Green Ball is selected. These Illinois promotions start with nine white balls and one Green Ball. 3 Daily sales data are unavailable for the Mega Millions and Pick 6 lotto games, because sales for these games are recorded only twice per week to correspond with their twice-weekly drawings. The unavailability of daily data led to problems estimating the demand for these games with respect to the daily prices of Pick 3 and Pick 4. We also omit Jersey 5 because we could not explain more than about 30% of the variation in sales. See footnote 21 for more details. 4 Combs and Spry [2012] estimate the change in income elasticity after the introduction of a midday drawing for Pick 3 and Pick 4 numbers games in Ohio. They also give an estimate of the price elasticity of Pick 3 using data from episodic Red Ball promotions for the Pick 3 game. However, this is a crude estimate of the price elasticity of Pick 3 because their study combines data from a week's worth of individual drawings and uses weekly sales rather than daily sales, and computes average weekly prices rather than daily prices. In addition, Ohio did not introduce a Pick 4 promotion so no Pick 4 own-price elasticity could be estimated in Ohio. 5 The New Jersey fiscal year runs from July 1 to June 30 of the following year. 6 Pick 3 and Pick 4 games are similar to the illegal numbers games that operated before the creation of the New Jersey Lottery in 1970, and have an enduring popularity, making up close to 30% of sales of New Jersey Lottery games. 7 Source: http://www.state.nj.us/lottery/index.shtml. The New Jersey Lottery pays out a higher percentage of money wagered on straight bets than on other bets. Terrell [1994] reports that for straight bets in the Pick 3 game, the New Jersey Lottery "places 52% of all money bet in the game into the payout pool to be split equally among all bettors choosing the correct number." 8 When the numbers 5-8-7 were drawn the evening of November 12, 2001 after American Airlines Flight 587 crashed earlier that day, the winning 50 cent straight bet on the tragic numbers 5-8-7 paid only $16, the smallest payment in the history of the New Jersey Lottery Pick 3 game, because 27,829 straight bets were placed on that number. The previous time 5-8-7 were the winning numbers, the prize for a straight $0.50 bet was $290.50. When 7-7-7 was drawn on December 21, 1988 , the winning prize for a straight $0.50 bet was only $63.50. 9 "The Federal Energy Policy Act of 1992, section 1942, requires the New Jersey Lottery to withhold a minimum 25% of all prize payments to any Lottery winner who has won more than $5,000 on any Lottery wager. At the end of the year, the winner will receive a W2-G form to properly credit the withholding as a tax payment on their federal income tax form. Winners who do not possess a social security number are subject to a 30% federal income tax deduction on any prize over $599.50. Under the provisions of P.L. 2009, c.69, as of January 1, 2009, the New Jersey Lottery is required to withhold 3% State taxes from all Lottery winnings over $10,000." Source: http://www.state.nj.us/lottery/home.shtml. 10 During the Green Ball promotions, the New Jersey Lottery started with five or six white balls, depending on the year. The promotion is more generous when it begins with a smaller number of white balls, as this increases the odds of prize payments during the promotion period. The first Green Ball promotion in our sample ran from March 7, 2005 until March 29, 2005 with five white balls and one Green Ball. The rest of the Green Ball promotions were then again with monthly dummy variables. Although the gain in profit during the 75-day lag period was somewhat reduced, it was still remarkably large: $12.22 million for the quarterly dummy variable specification and $9.07 million for the monthly dummy variable specification. The regression results with the seasonal dummy variables are available by request from the authors.
